１
Horsing around １ Nietzsche ... arranged a photograph of the three of us, in spite of strong objections on the part of Paul Rée, who suffered throughout his life from a pathological aversion to the reproduction of his features. Nietzsche, who was in a playful mood, not only insisted on the photo, but took a personal hand in the details -for example the little (far too little!) cart, and even the touch of kitsch with the sprig of lilacs on the whip, etc. -Lou AndreasSalomé, Looking Back So recalls the original Lulu -Lou Andreas-Salomé -concerning one of the most surreal and intriguing images we have of the infamously imposing and brooding philosopher. Here Nietzsche is 'horsing about' with Lou herself and the reluctant, heart-sick poet Rée. In that golden summer of 1882 this self-described 'trinity' were living together in the mountains near Lucerne, where the photo was taken. They were in the midst of a marriage blanc, held temporarily together with the formidable and fragile bonds of intellectual Eros. Lou hoped their love triangle would yield unprecedented spiritual and mental fruit, which is why she insisted on sexual abstinence, which she believed would help avoid complications which distract from lucidity of mind. No wonder Nietzsche felt somewhat frisky and wished to sublimate his desires into an allegorical assemblage of Hegelian fetish-play! As one translator and commentator notes of the photographic oddity:
[t]he backdrop is composed of a scene with a Rée, a bush, and the Jungfrau mountain. The expression on Nietzsche's face could be read as visionary; Lou and Rée scarcely betray amusement. The whole picture, with the artificiality of the studio, the coexistence of indifference (Rée), stiltedness (Lou), and posed devotion to an inner image (Nietzsche), seems more grotesque and uncanny than it does amusing.
２
The image is all the more remarkable when we consider the famous fable of Nietzsche's own insanity and the event which was said to trigger it: witnessing the cruel beating of a horse in a Turin square, prompting a fit of sympathy that effectively broke the great man's brain (albeit one already softened by syphilis). Looking at this bizarre visual echo of Nietzsche's virtually unknown 'playful' side -seven years before the breakdown -it is difficult not to see a proleptic affinity between himself and an abused beast of burden, no matter how kitsch Lou's whip appears in the picture. There is an irony infused in the image, bridging the two moments somewhere between the poetic, cosmic, and biographic. While the debate continues concerning the degree to which this famously tragic moment is apocryphal or not, the story has become a primal scene for Western philosophy (most recently, for instance, it provides the structuring absence of Bela Tarr's remarkable film The Turin Horse [2011] ). The power of the scene rests on a further fatal irony: Nietzsche, the great Zarathustrian warrior of the right and mighty, is undone by a tsunami of pity inspired by a single beast (had not the same man, in a book called Genealogy of Morals, warned against such tender sympathies as a Trojan Horse, bearing yet more moralistic slaves into the city?). How to read this anomalous moment of empathy and compassion in the light of his unSamaritan perspective on ethics?
Did he empathise with the horse, seeing its will-to-power bridled and injured so? Did he see the creature as a proxy for his own imminent fallen and harassed state? Was there pure projection, or some kind of mutual communication? Was there a telescoping of his vivid past onto the agoraphobic present, linking the mounted cavalry with his own pagan Calvary? Such questions haunt the margins of this photograph.
Totemism and the creaturely ３ Nietzsche's work has a strong totemic aspect to it, enlisting figural and symbolic animals for his counter-moral system -eagles, lions, asses, and so on. Interestingly, given the ostensible source of his meltdown, horses did not feature, even though they seem readymade to serve as avatars of nobility and transcendence, leaping over old resentments and kicking slave-mentality in the teeth. However, there are a few cameos when horses appear in his life and writing. In 1867, for instance, Nietzsche signed up for one year of voluntary service with the Prussian artillery division in Naumburg. He woke up at 5.30 every morning to muck out the manure in the stables and groom his own steed. In a letter to a friend penned at this time, Nietzsche writes:
I like the riding lessons best. I have a very good-looking horse, and people say I have a talent for riding. When I whirl around the exercise area on my Balduin, I am very satisfied with my lot.
４
However, in March of the following year, the young man had a riding accident, leaving him exhausted and unable to walk for months; he subsequently returned to the library chair rather than the saddle. Later, in Human, All Too Human, Nietzsche would write:
[a] good posture on a horse robs your opponent of his courage and your audience of their hearts -why do you need to attack? Sit like one who has conquered!
５
In the same text Nietzsche represented the historical will, inspired by 'the light of genius', as a horse ready to 'break out and leap over into another domain'.
６
Of course, that other giant of Germanic letters, Freud, also viewed the horse as a totemic creature, ７ which often featured in neurotic or psychotic narratives revolving around what he called 'anxiety-animals'. In the famous case of Little Hans, who was five-years old, the paralysing fear of horses stemmed -or so Freud insisted -from displaced ambivalence concerning the father and his intimidating 'widdle'. The father-horse chimera is at once magnificent, dreadful, enviable, and fascinating. Indeed, this case prompted Freud to look at children's self-representation in an entirely new light, via modern day totemism, inflected through the Oedipus Complex. Ultimately, Freud would use the horse as his own symbol for the id itself: a powerful yet unruly animal, requiring the ever-straining harness of the superego to function with disciplined direction. ８ For Freud then, all humans are in some sense centaurs. Thus there is something inherently erotic or libidinal about actual horses, given that the animalistic 'lower' half is powered by the id. This is why they are one of the primary totems for libidinal economics in general.
９
If animals are good to think with, as Claude Lévi-Strauss famously maintains, then mythical creatures help us to challenge the more common lines of such thinking. The centaur has a privileged figural and symbolic power in the popular imaginary, its hybrid form embodying the Janusaspect of phenomena. In Human, All Too Human, Nietzsche writes:
[i]f anyone wanted to imagine a genius of culture, what would the latter be like? He would manipulate falsehood, force, the most ruthless self-interest as his instruments so skillfully he could only be called an evil, demonic being; but his objectives, which here and there shine through, would be great and good. He would be a centaur, half beast, half man, and with angel's wings attached to his head in addition.
１０
In her book on Nietzsche's 'animal philosophy', Vanessa Lemm essentially identifies this centaur as a meta-hybrid: a centaur with wings, and thus divided three ways by animal, human, and angel (we will return to the angel when Rilke enters the frame, excluded as he was by the lens and the trinity at this point in time). For Lemm, [w] hat distinguishes the virtue of the Centaur (Chiron) is his tactile sensibility. His hands (chira) master the art of grasping the occasion (kairos), the instant when animality comes forward through this encounter. The tactile sensibility of the genius of culture is reflected in the terms Nietzsche uses to describe his skills: he uses 'tools' (Werkzeuge) and 'manipulates' (handhabt) his virtues.
１１
Chiron, the most celebrated of centaurs, is thus a creaturely technician; he is skilled in the arts of medicine as well as music, hunting, and astrological projections.
１２ The centaur is thus a figure which helps us explore the sly existence, dormant power, and erotic techne of what I would like to call 'creaturely love' -that is, the nonhuman, ahuman, more-or-less than human passion or affect that attracts us to the other in a register beyond or outside the conventional discourse of soul-mates.
Suppose, for instance, we felt blasphemous enough to consider the love of Antony and Cleopatra, Romeo and Juliet, or Swann and Odette from the perspective of the popular media-friendly genre 'animals in love'. Here the lovers are not 'people' per se, but merely two creatures enamored with each other, like the two otters holding hands while floating in the water in the famous viral video found on YouTube. We might then treat a forbidden love between the Capulets and the Montagues like one of those novelty news stories where an elephant is inseparable from a dog, or a pig from a hedgehog. While this comparison may appear willfully perverse or facetious, denigrating humanity's most cherished state to something bestial, it has the benefit of jolting us out of certain lazy, even dangerous, habits of mind (specifically, those assumptions concerning ourselves and the exceptionalism of our capacity for affection and being affected). As humans, we like to think that we love the other for their unique humanness, whether we find this incarnate in a smile, a silhouette, or a spirit. The beloved is always encountered in media res, embedded in a cultural context, from the clothes they wear, to the comportment of their body, to the words they are speaking, if only through their eyes. Animals enjoy none or very little of this. But the concept of 'creaturely love' -at least in my own definition -works diagonally against this grain, acknowledging its truth, as far as it goes, but also arguing that what we love in the beloved precedes and exceeds that abstract element we call the human. Whether it is the texture of the beloved's skin or hair, their singular scent, the way they drool in their sleep, the way they eat with their mouth open, their pensive moods, or the way they are trapped within their own umwelt of semiotic disinhibitors; we love the creaturely in the other as much as their humanity. In fact, we could go so far as to insist that love is not a human phenomenon at all but an attempt to make the other admit, under a type of passionate interrogation, that they are not human, never were human, trying to fool us with their distracting, sophisticated ways. Love would thus be the litmus test which we all fail -and in doing so, ironically succeed. For we all suspect, at various levels of consciousness, that we are not really human. Or not only human. And it is that twilight between love and lust known as desire that we unmask the pretension of species-being (as Nietzsche knew so well).
１３
Hence the fascination afforded by the photograph of Nietzsche and Rée, literally harnessed to Salomé and her utopian vision of a sexually-charged, but physically innocent, ménage-à-trois. This awkward image makes explicit the creatureliness which informs all our loves, and the various bestiaries which give them metaphoric wings (and not only metaphoric). For instance, soon after the studio photo, on the 2 nd of July, Nietzsche wrote to Salomé: I wanted to live alone -But the dear bird Lou crossed my path and I believed it was an eagle. And now I wanted the eagle to stay close to me.
１４
This, not long after writing to her: I want to be lonely no longer, but to learn again to be a human being. Ah, here I have practically everything to learn!
１５
Like the centaur, Nietzsche considers himself caught between naturesthe human and the animal -neither fully one nor the other, but pulled in both directions (as if they are mutually exclusive).
For her part, Nietzsche's infamously possessive and manipulative sister painted the seductive Russian woman in creaturely terms. In a letter to her friend Carla, also in the same year as the photograph, she writes: 'how can one call honest that girl who threw herself on Fritz like a wild beast, shredding his good reputation?' And then in her personal diary: '[Salomé has] the character of a cat -a beast of prey that pretends to be a pet ... a cruelly closed sensuality [and] ... crude in questions of honor.' Two years later, after his sister encouraged a breach with the other two members of the fleeting love triangle, Nietzsche would express regret at having listened to her slanderous taxonomy of his friends, describing her in turn as 'a vengeful anti-Semitic goose' １６ in a letter to an acquaintance. Such totemic descriptions serve to do more than create poetic or malicious analogies -they acknowledge the creaturely continuum we inhabit on a very material and actual register with other life-forms.
１７ And while the cultural codings we bestow on, and burden animals with, may not conform to some actually existing nature or set of values, they do help to democratise the human exceptionalism of the Great Chain of Being (which somehow stubbornly survives the trauma of Darwinian understanding).
３
The dark horse
Rée was the dark horse in all this: the melancholic poet who would never leave the house without a vial of poison in his waist-jacket pocket, just in case the world cornered him in an intolerable fashion. He loved Salomé with a semi-requited passion, miserably willing to be the third wheel, at least at the beginning, rather than be exiled from her captivating company. She certainly loved Rée enough to make his intimate presence a condition of marrying her husband, Friedrich Carl Andreas (but not enough to satisfy or prioritise him, as she would for another poet, Rilke, later in life). In a letter to Rée, Salomé wrote:
[i]t's strange, but our conversations have led us automatically toward those chasms, those dizzying places, where one once climbed alone to gaze into the abyss. We've constantly chosen to be mountain goats, and if anyone had heard us, he would have thought two devils were conversing.
１８
Finally, after the jealousy which was his daily oxygen became too much, he fled Salomé's orbit, leaving behind a letter pleading with her not to come looking for him. Like a wrong-footed mountain goat, Rée died several years later, falling off a cliff while hiking.
Salomé, who appears fatalistic and pragmatic in her memoirs, turns her attentions to her husband, now released from the burden of having to share his free-spirited partner with another man. One of their first discovered affinities is an appreciation of animality. '[T]there was one area in which we were quickly in agreement,' she writes in hindsight, which opened the same doors to both of us: the world of animals. This world of the not-yet-human, which so profoundly reminds us of what lies beneath our own humanity, of a simpler and less complicated life no longer in our reach. Our attitude toward individual animals was as similar as our attitude toward individual people was usually different.
１９
She goes on to note:
[a] small episode from the early years of our marriage [which] seemed to me characteristic: we had purchased a huge Newfoundland as a watchdog, and one summer night my husband slipped through the garden into the hall to see whether the dog would sense it was his master or think he was a burglar, since he was naked, an unfamiliar state as far as the dog was concerned. Andreas, however, moving with stealth and care, his face a study in concentration, so resembled a stalking predator that -it's hard to put it into words -they were as alike as two mysteries. He became so wrapped up in the inner drama of the animal, in the question of 'for' or 'against,' that he apparently wasn't playing anymore, but seemed to have surrendered to his own twofold wish: for indeed he always wanted new companions to both love and protect him. The dog, in a state of extreme tension, came out of the whole affair with flying colors by reacting to both needs: he growled threateningly, but backed up. My husband, pleased as could be, laughed aloud, whereupon the dog leaped up to his shoulders and received a joyful hug.
２０
'It is revealing, however,' she concludes a few pages on, 'that these imprecise comparisons are instinctively drawn from the realm of creatures. One realizes the limited nature of all human measure.'
２１
But consistent with her profound hunger for access to Being in its most heightened, sensitive, self-conscious, and articulate state, Salomé would court other less domesticated creatures, including one of the foremost poets of creaturely life, Rainer Maria Rilke. Reflecting on the passions as she sees them, Salomé wrote, [t] he perfect gift of an eroticism without inner contradictions is granted only to the animals. In place of the human tension between loving and not loving, they alone know that inner regularity which expresses itself in heat and freedom in a purely natural manner. We alone can be unfaithful.
２２
This theme of human alienation is consistent with a woman married more to psychoanalysis than her own husband, and a Western tradition of considering animals as 'water in water', or poor-in-world (and thus rich in immediate experience).
Despite all her romances with men, Rilke was Salomé's first lover, even as he was significantly younger than her when they consummated matters in 1887. Given their mutual search for meaning in the midst of fin-de-siècle disorientation, this relationship ran up and down the scale both linking and separating the animal, human, and angel; as well as along the keyboard where the physical and metaphysical touch without blending. Together they made a spiritual pilgrimage to her homeland of Russia, where they paid their respects to Tolstoy and seemed to find a connection to the organic continuum of history that had eluded them in the more modern Western countries of Europe. This rather utopian journey found its emblem in yet another horse, this one just liberated from its cart, returning joyfully to its nightly herd (an image Rilke would later link to Orpheus in Sonnet XX). This jointly 'witnessed myth' ２３ of their unofficial honeymoon would return to him in an altered form much later, at the side of one Katharina Kippenberg, who also spied a white horse running through a meadow from a train window. Of this moment she wrote:
Rilke and I were both engrossed in contemplation of this horse. 'Now he's going to leap up and gallop off!' I shouted. To my astonishment, I saw the blood rush to Rilke's face. It was flushed so darkly it seemed it would never fade. As though deeply moved, he sat there silently, looking downward, and gave no reply.
２４
For Rilke, this horse seemed to represent a passion that ended when Lou wished to banish him from her life at the dawn of the new century ('[t]o make Rainer go away, go completely away, I would be capable of brutality.
[He must go!"]).
２５ Nevertheless, they rekindled their correspondence. In 1922, more than two decades after their initial affair, Rilke summoned the original equine ghost in a letter to Salomé, soon after completing the tenth and last Duino elegy: I wrote, created the horse. You know, the free happy gray horse with the wooden peg in his foot that once toward evening came upon us in a gallop on the Volga meadow -What is time? When is the present? He leapt over so many years into the wide open spaces of feeling. ... I went out and stroked little Muzot [the castle where he had been living and writing] that has protected me and ultimately preserved me for so long, as if it were a great old animal.
２６

４
Groping for an opening Rilke's poetry was part of a sustained attempt by the author to understand what he called The Open -the free, actual, immediate, immanent, stream of Being unhindered and unfiltered by human self-consciousness. Rilke's Open occurs outside the walls of the prison-house of language -outside the 'interpreted world' -and represents a type of unimaginable freedom of access and action, unshackled by second-guessing, interpretation, anticipation, desires, and other human burdens:
２７
With all its eyes the natural world looks out into the Open. Only our eyes are turned backward, and surround plant, animal, child like traps, as they emerge into their freedom. We know what is really out there only from the animal's gaze; for we take the very young child and force it around, so that it sees objects -not the Open, which is so deep in animals' faces.
２８
There is, however, one event or exception which can help our fallen selves glimpse the Open, if not move gracefully through it: the epiphanic shock of love. The only problem is that the beloved is blocking the view. The emotional and intellectual state of exception that love denotes threatens an ontological shift whereby the cultural blinkers threaten to fall away. The human erotic apparatus, however -and its attendant projections -sabotage the possibility of existential liberty. With the lover's face acting as screen (yes, 'in both senses', as media scholars like to say), we dwell together in Plato's cave, ignorant of the exit.
As if by some mistake, it opens for them behind each other ... But neither can move past the other, and it changes back to World.
２９
Given Rilke's yearning for this creaturely experience of continuity, nestled in the womb of everything -the Open, balanced by his skepticism concerning the possibility of access to such a harmonious state of atemporal bliss for our own species -one wonders why he considers his great passion with Salomé to link him to the human ('why then still insist on being human', he himself asks in the Ninth Elegy). Does not such an intersubjective connection merely take the lover further away from the pure unthinking ecstasy of the lark and the tiger, the gnat and the bat? According to Salomé herself, '[t]he poet is engaged in a life-and-death struggle to overcome "the body's abuse of the soul" and to realize the "peace of the animals and the safety of the angels."' ３０ This is consistent with the dominant gnostic-Romantic interpretation of humanity as liminal and exceptional: neither terrestrial nor ethereal, but a confused and messy hybrid of both.
Like Nietzsche before him, Rilke saw in 'his' Lulu a portal to his own species-being. An instance of this piece of 'cruel optimism' ３１ is inscribed in a letter dated 6 January 1913, where the poet confesses that it was through Salomé that he felt 'linked to the human'.
３２ What was it about this woman -and this period in intellectual history -that had such giants of the inkpot fretting about their status as human beings, and desperately clinging to her as the medium to achieve it? Just as Nietzsche wanted to be a flogged horse in her company, with the camera lens to capture his 'visionary' jouissance and abjection, Rilke emphasised his own animality, his own creaturely love, for Salomé. 'So now your old mole has once again burrowed a trench for you and cast dark soil right across a perfectly good road.' ３３ When viewed from the perspective of modern animal totems or zoopoetics, Rilke's angels seem more and more like a disavowal of his own -and indeed all humanity's -creaturely loves. Terrible and terrifying as they are, the agonising proximity and enigmatic intelligence of the angels provide a transcendent security zone from the materialist Darwinian legacy of our fleshly fates and desires. Their very existence, even if only inside the pen and on the page, bears witness to a more-than-creaturely fate. At least that is what Rilke both hoped and felt.
Back on Earth the centaur makes a suitably fleeting appearance; not explictly trapped in the stanzas of the Duino poems, but roaming freely in the margins of the Second Elegy in particular. Here, the narrator asserts, If only we too could discover a pure, contained, human place, our own strip of fruit-bearing soil between river and rock.
３４
At least one critic has explicitly tied not only this desire, but also this topography ('between river and rock') to the figure of the centaur, since between compositions Rilke was busily engaged in translating a poem by Maurice de Guérin simply called 'Le Centaur'.
３５ In this short work the eponymous creature spies a human walking through a valley usually unsullied by this particular species. The sight of the human shocks and saddens the centaur, since:
[h]e was the first [man] my eyes had chanced upon; I despised him. 'There at most,' said I, 'is but the half of me! How short his steps are, and how uneasy his gait! His eyes seem to measure space with sadness. Doubtless it is some centaur, degraded by the gods, one whom they have reduced to dragging himself along like that.'
３６
Similar to Nietzsche's vision of the human as an insane, melancholy, embarrassing animal, Rilke looks obliquely to the centaur as a more-thanhuman figure to better outline our mortal failings and foreclosures. And yet, this once-proud narrator has made the fall into old age, and the gloom the passing of time can bring in its wake. Centaurs, after all, are not angels. They do not enjoy eternal life. Where once this particular fellow galloped through the fields, at one with the elements, he now suffers the same regrets and entropic emotions as we humans are apt to do (at least that is what Guérin's poem suggests). A creaturely kinship is revealed after all, through the winding down of vitality, physicality, and the bone-deep understanding of finitude.
Lulu was clearly attracted to centaurs, since both Nietzsche and Rilke identified with this figure, at least for a time. We can speculate they did so, because the centaur is an ideal -albeit paradoxical -figure, representing humanity living in harmony with its animal side. But such reconciliation comes at a cost, as all forms of self-consciousness ultimately seem to do: the cost of nostalgia, of witnessing one's own letting-go of the world. Per-haps this is why Rilke, in a letter to Princess Marie von Thurn und TaxisHohenlohe (dated 16 May 1911), went so far as to express an only slightly ironic fear of walking in the woods around his present home, lest he encounter 'a dried up little centaur' in his path; an experience, no doubt, which would have unpleasantly reminded Rilke of his own attacks of mourning and melancholia.
３７ Better to have one's path crossed by a simple beast, like the unassuming horse or cow; both creatures which would not presume, like the centaur, to speak back in one's own language, thereby disturbing the reassuring (but in fact elaborately constructed) ontological moat between animal and human.
５
A lost photograph
Many summers after the rather grotesque novelty photograph was taken of the odd trio in Lucerne, the older and wiser Salomé decamped yet again to the Alps with her new young lover:
Rilke ... and I began to look for a place in the nearby mountains. Having moved out to Wolfratshausen, we changed our little house again. ... for our second place we were given the rooms over a cowshed at a farmstead built against the side of a hill. The cow was supposed to appear in the photo we took later -she didn't look out the window of the shed.
３８
This camera-shy cow who declined to be photographed would, we can safely say, be of no interest to most cultural historians, biographers, and literary critics. And yet the consistent and sometimes obsessive ways in which this bohemian group of intellectuals and artists viewed themselves through the prism of the animal eye -as much as via the camera eyesuggests that such an absence or refusal on behalf of the cow is significant; at least for media theorists (after all, Salomé thought the animal's perhaps willful absence notable enough to mention in her memoirs). Between the playful photograph explored at the beginning of this piece and the one mentioned above we encounter -or are confronted with -the absence of the animal: an animal which nevertheless contributed to the structure and force of the image in question (in the first instance explicitly, in the second implicitly). Photography is often considered the ultimate medium for capturing (or failing to capture) the hauntological relationship between presence and absence. Indeed, to a thinker such as Roland Barthes -and his famous notion of the punctum -photography is an intrinsically melancholic technology, unique in its ability to render the viewer acutely aware of the temporal dialectic between being/no-longer. Being itself is, through the lens, revealed as an ongoing fort/da game, which the indexical aspirations of photography can seemingly freeze and examine. Moreover, this visual technology can both give the illusion of human control over the finitude embedded in the passing of time while simultaneously -and rather cruelly -mocking such hubris.
However, the trace of a photographed animal has a different kind of mediated freight than one which leaves the creature outside the frame. Photography is thus a privileged technical element in what Giorgio Agamben has called 'the anthropological machine': the (primarily visual) apparatus used by humans to convince themselves of their exceptional existential status. In leaving the horse and the cow outside the range of the lens, these deeply reflective ethnographers of the soul seem to simultaneously acknowledge and disavow the creaturely fate or fortune of being human. They recognise a kinship with the animal, while registering a resistance to a collapse of categories (in the first example, through parody, in the second, through the 'radical passivity' of the animal itself).
Despite the relentless emphasis on the human element in matters of the heart, there was in this group, and this time, a partially conscious appreciation of -and ambivalence toward -the creaturely source of such intense and disorienting passions: that not only do animals herald and witness human affections, but these same affects between people are always already (and utterly) a love between animals. Rilke's concern for the soul, trapped and abused by the body, may not have been so tortured if he had only followed his creaturely instincts all the way back to the immanence of the Open. Rather than focus on the assumed metaphysical surplus of the linguistic animal, he may have found the freedom he was so desperately looking for in everything from the graceful leap of the gazelle to the indifferent apathy of the cow in his quarters.
That is what fate means: to be opposite, to be opposite and nothing else, forever. horse. The horse supplies the locomotive energy, while the rider has the privilege of deciding on the goal and of guiding the powerful animal's movement. But only too often there arises between the ego and the id the not precisely ideal situation of the rider being obliged to guide the horse along the path by which it itself wants to go.' (Freud 1965, pp. 68-69) 9. In 14 th -century Europe a horse was the equivalent of a sports car -only much more so, since if a young peasant could secure one (by, say, ambushing a knight in the woods) then he was granted access into a world of prestige, privilege, and relative power. Ownership of such an animal, no matter how obtained, allowed instant upward mobility, at least for a time. The great invention which enabled the rise of this new class of socio-economic centaurs was the stirrup. Both McLuhan and Deleuze had much to say about this new technology, which created an unprecedented inter-species war machine. The horse-human-armor-lance assemblage became one lethal galloping event. 'Few inventions have been so simple as the stirrup, but few have had so catalytic an influence on history', writes McLuhan. 'Antiquity imagined the Centaur; the early Middle Ages made him the master of Europe' (McLuhan 1997, p. 33) . Moreover, it is arguable that the horse is the second cyborg, after humans, given that we find evidence of equine armor over 4,000 years ago in Persia. Medieval horses lugged as much metal as their riders did during battle. Of course, the horseshoe allowed horses to haul their loads far longer than previously possible, enhancing the animal for trade and industry. As Desmond Morris noted, perhaps courting controversy, '[i]f a dog is man's best friend, the horse has been man's best slave' (Morris 1989, p. 1). Indeed, whenever we 'harness' the power of Nature we unconsciously figure the forces of phusis as equine in character.
